
 

Tips For From-Scratch Cooking 

The whole idea of creating a healthy and tasty meal from scratch may seem like an intimidating task for 

some.  You may be wondering where you would begin, how you could go about cooking it or even what 

meal you should create.  I would like to reassure you that from-

scratch cooking isn’t hard.  The internet is full of recipes for all skill 

sets and every diet possible.   

If you are new to cooking from scratch, that is exactly what I would 

recommend – Google the kind of dish you would like to make, 

browse through multiple recipes until you find one that makes you 

hungry and that you feel confident in making.  But don’t be afraid 

to try new techniques.  After all, that is how we become more experienced.  Please don’t be afraid to 

email me if you have questions about a recipe.  I am more than happy to assist you.  

Some things to keep in mind; 

1) Don’t forget to season your food.  When you are new to 

cooking from scratch, you should keep in mind that your 

food is not already seasoned.   

a. Taste ->Season->Taste is the correct method to use 

when cooking.  It is always easier to add more than 

it is to take away.  Repeat this process as much as 

you feel is needed until your dish tastes perfect. 

2) Try to avoid boiling vegetables.  In many cases, this is 

removing much of the nutrients that we look for in fresh produce.  The best way to cook most 

vegetables is roasting or grilling, as the heat intensifies the flavors while leaving the nutrients in 

place for us to consume. 

a. Note – Blanching & Shocking vegetables is not the same as boiling them.  Blanching 

vegetables means that you cook them in boiling water for 30-60 seconds, (size and 

vegetable dependent) removing them from the water and instantly put in a bowl of ice 

water to stop the cooking.  This brightens the color of the produce, cleans them off well 

and assists in cooking times. 

3) When it comes to recipes, remember that they are merely road maps to a destination.  They are 

not the end all in how to create that dish.  You are free to remove or add ingredients that you 



like or dislike.  A lot of people don’t like mushrooms, so it’s sometimes just as easy to remove 

them from a recipe that you have chosen and are comfortable with than it is to find a recipe that 

matches perfectly. 

a. I typically follow a recipe close to what is written for the first time through.  I then make 

some alterations to the recipe to fit my specific needs.   

4) Mise En Place – French for meaning “everything in its place”.  That is the most important thing 

that I can suggest for cooking.  This means having all your prep work done before you start 

cooking.  This helps in several ways; it insures that you have all the ingredients and you can focus 

on one task at a time.  It is very easy to forget about something sautéing in a pan while you are 

dicing up onions, which will waste food and take extra time.  This is very useful for people who 

are learning different techniques for cooking, as you can concentrate on what you are learning. 

 

Shopping & Budgeting Tips 

One of the greatest benefits of from-scratch cooking is the cost saving factor.  Purchasing “raw products” 

and creating a healthy, delicious meal is rewarding.  When my wife and I grocery shop, she spends some 

time creating a good shopping list, which leads us to saving between 40-50% on our grocery bill.  Here 

are some other tips; 

1) Coupons – An obvious but often overlooked cost 

saving method.  Those circulars that clog up your mailbox are 

useful.  There is a trick to keep in mind when using coupons, 

which is something that grocery stores don’t wish for you to 

know.  That is saving your coupons until the items go on sale.  

Most stores allow consumers to use manufacturers coupons 

while those items are on sale.  Now that $1.00 off coupon can 

go even further. 

2) Unit Pricing – This is an awareness concept.  Stores 

will have pricing tags throughout the store, with the goal of capturing your attention.  Those 

prices on those brands aren’t always the cheapest.  Brands use packaging that is intended to 

appear bigger than they are.  You’ll want to compare the total cost versus the net weight of the 

item between brands. 

3) Generic VS Name Brands – it may seem instinctive to be drawn to the name brands, either 

through their packaging or due to their reputation and marketing campaigns.  Keep in mind that 

most generic brands are just a private label version of the name brand.  Meaning in most cases 

the generic brand is literally the same product as the name brand, just in different packaging. 

4) Doing The Work – It has been years since I have bought ground meat.  Why?  Because I began 

grinding my own meat.  I use a grinding attachment on my Kitchen Aid.  You can also use a food 

processor. (Tip – cube up the meat you are going to grind, and then slightly freeze it for a better 

grind.)  The reason I elected to do this is twofold; I save a lot of money by doing the work myself, 



and the final product is healthier because I am choosing which cut of meat I would like to grind.  

This concept can be applied across the board.  Buying fresh produce and making your own 

vegetable blends as another example. 

Cooking Techniques 

There are several techniques that are used almost entirely in cooking.  These are some of the first things 

they teach in culinary school, outside of knife skills. (If you have questions about different knife cuts, 

please email me your question at BottledThyme@gmail.com)  There are 2 basic ways to break down 

cooking methods; dry method (roasting, sautéing) and wet method (steaming, boiling).  

1) Saute – Dry Method. Is French for “to jump” which is 

what your food should do when it hits your pan.  A 

common mistake made with this method is using too 

much oil.  You only need to put a small amount in a hot 

pan ( ½ a tablespoon is the most you’ll ever need).  All 

you are looking to do is keep your food from sticking to 

the pan; food will not stick to a hot pan. 

2) Frying – Dry Method. This can be broken down into pan 

frying, which is what most people will do when they are 

at home.  There is also deep frying, which I do not recommend unless you have the proper fryer 

to use.  Otherwise, using a lot of oil at high temperatures becomes a fire hazard.  Pan frying works 

just as good, and you use far less oil. 

3) Roasting – Dry Method.  Using your oven to cook with, doing things like turkey for Thanksgiving 

or Brussel sprouts on a typical weekday dinner.  This is one of the easiest ways to cook, since you 

can do multiple items at the same time, and it requires little supervision. 

4) Boiling/Steaming – Wet Method. I don’t typically recommend using either of these 2 methods, 

unless you are cooking starches like pasta, rice or potatoes. 

5) Braising – Combination Method.  This is a 2-stage cooking method.  You will sear your meat in a 

hot pan, forming a crust on both sides.  Then you will place it in a roasting pan, with the cooking 

liquid 2/3 of the way up the meat (which will be the sauce) and covering with foil before finishing 

in the oven.   

I would like to thank you for reading my guide to From-Scratch Cooking.  If you have any questions, or 

would like to schedule a free consultation, please don’t hesitate to email me at 

BottledThyme@gmail.com 

 

Chef Michael Van Houten 
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